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Abstract
This article explores the tensions during the Cold War between the need to have
infrastructure to enable truck transport in the countries of the Eastern Bloc. Using “shortage
economy” as the theoretical framework to analyse the Eastern bloc the article shows
restrictions the shortage economy imposed on investments in infrastructure. The Western
management started in the 1980s to let the enterprises’ transports to be carried out by external
truck transport service providers – a policy which is known as “outsourcing”. But also in the Eastern
bloc new forms in the organization of truck transport occured, as encounter traffic – a term
that will be explained later – and outsourcing. The latter one developed even 30 years before
Western management started outsourcing. Conflicts between authorities that competed to
oversee truck transport led to chaos in the overall transport sector and to deterioration in
quality of service.
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1. Introduction

The case of cargo transport by trucks in the Eastern Bloc nations of Europe involved the transfer of technology
between East and West. The technology of truck transport was developed between 1900 and 1930, when the
diesel engine was introduced. It gained momentum in the 1950s in both East and West Europe, and this raises
several questions: on what kind of infrastructure did truck technology depend? Under which conditions did truck
fleets operate in countries of the Eastern Bloc? Did the Eastern Bloc develop special innovations that could be an
antetype for the Western world? Could the Eastern Bloc fully exploit the advantages trucking offers for the
industrial division of production as learning curves and economies of scale provided by specialisation?
While studies about the railway system in the German Democratic Republic (GDR) are numerous,1 the issue
of truck transport in the Eastern Bloc has not drawn much scholarly attention. In 1978 and in 1980, Bogdan
Mieczkowski published volumes on Eastern European transport, focusing on roads, trains and cars. One small
chapter dealt with agricultural transport in Poland. Reinhold Bauer published, in 1999, a study on the automobile
industry in the GDR but left the subject of truck transport unconsidered. In his study Cars for Comrades from
2008, Lewis Siegelbaum pointed out the Soviet Union’s lack of road infrastructure and outlined the debate on the
‘roadlessness’. This implies that long distance transport by truck played only a marginal role in the Soviet Union
and truck transport was conducted only in the vicinity of major cities. Thus, in the 1950s, about 50% of the trucks
were concentrated in the capital of Moscow. In his paper ‘Little Tsars of the Road: Soviet Truck Drivers and AutoMobility, 1920s–80s’ delivered at the conference ‘Cars in Socialism’, Lewis Siegelbaum explored the public images
of truck drivers in the Soviet Union. He examined the four types of truckers in both the official and the popular
imagination, namely heroes, professionals, loners, and wheeler-dealers. Other conference papers addressed cars
but not trucks.
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The theoretical framework of this paper is as follows. To analyze Eastern economies we follow the Hungarian
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economist János Kornai and Martin Kragh in identifying ‘shortage’ as a defining feature of state socialist
economies. To overcome the bottlenecks in the procurement of material, the enterprises had to procure material
from black market sources through special agents or turn to corruption. According to Kragh, the idea of a
shortage economy ‘allows scholars of command economies to organize observed phenomena, such as delays,
production stoppages, spoilage, low productivity, and inefficiency, into a single coherent framework.’3

2. The Committee of Transport Ministers in the Eastern Bloc

Until 1955, the railway served as the most important carrier for cargo transport in many countries in the Eastern
4

Bloc. An exemption was Bulgaria, were trucking had a share of 80% due to the lack of railway links. But since
1955 one can observe a shift towards the new trucking technology in the Eastern Bloc. The Committee of
Transport ministers in the Eastern Bloc (OSShD), founded in 1957, pushed this shift as one can explore in the
papers of the journal of the Committee, the OSShD- journal.5 The meetings of the transport ministers gave rise to
some tensions with the transport section of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) in the
Eastern Bloc. 6 The Committee mainly coordinated railway policy among the member states. But in one
commission, the Commission XI, road policy and truck policy was formulated. The commission stated the
importance of delivery by truck as this kind of transport made door-to-door delivery of cargo possible without
transhipment of the freight. The truck service was seen as faster than railway delivery and to establish a road
network with truck services would require less capital investment than a railway network.7 Truck transport
seemed to be tailor-made to cope with the growing segment of packaged goods that consisted of machinery
parts, spare parts and consumer goods, as e.g. canned food. This assessment of truck transport was the same as
in the Western world. The 22nd party convention of the communist party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1961
heavily pushed car transport and truck transport. It envisioned a network of motorways from Moscow to the
capitals of the districts and other republics of the Soviet Union that were never built.8
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The railway relayed on technological infrastructures that supported its operations: sheds for locomotives,
locations for supply of water and coal, recreation rooms for the locomotive crews, shops for repair. The shift
toward the new technology ‘trucking’ required a new infrastructure similar to that of the railway:
 A network of roads and motorways,
 locations of truck yards, where the trucks had parking lots in the night (cf. Figure 2),
 sheds for trucks to provide shelter against weather conditions,
 recreation rooms for the drivers,
 facilities for care and maintenance,
 repair shops,
 a network of warehouses for storage of spare parts and their delivery to the truck repair shops.
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But in an economy of shortage that was characteristic for the Eastern Bloc, this infrastructure was never
provided to a sufficient extent. When there were no sheds in the parking yards to protect the trucks against frost
9

in the winter, little ovens beneath the trucks had to keep the motors warm, cf. Figure 1.

Figure 1: Keeping truck motors warm in the winter in the Soviet Union in 1980

So the state socialist countries could not earn the advantages of the new technology truck transport to a great
extend.
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The Eastern Bloc coordinated national economic policies by the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(COMECON). This could be a platform to resolve the following questions: Trucks were built in various countries of
the Eastern Bloc in a broad variety of models. The forwarders had truck fleets mixed of many models requiring
many different spare parts for maintenance. So it was difficult to supply spare parts for the repair shops. The
following figure shows the variety of models of VEB Kraftverkehr Greiz in the GDR at the beginning of the 1970s.10

Figure 2: Broad variety of truck models in the parking yard in 1975.

Questions to be discussed at COMECON meetings were: Should this variety of trucks be restricted to simplify the
maintenance and the spare part storage and to earn the advantages of the economy of scale? This would be an
obvious approach in a centrally organized state socialist economy. Should only one truck model for each class of
loading capacity ( 1 ton, 3 ton,7 ton, 12 ton) be obligatory for all countries in the Eastern Bloc or at least obligatory
in each country in the Eastern Bloc? In addition, which country should this standard truck build? Which country
should gain production; which one should lose? If this antagonistic pattern could be resolved, the rationalization
in the truck model policy could prove the superiority of the state socialist economies over the Western world. But
coordination was not applied to the production of trucks by COMECON. The Council’s resolutions to coordinate
remained in the state of declarations and were not implemented as national policies.11

In the countries the economic interests were strong to build own trucks. For example in 1965 the GDR – building
since the 1957 the 1-ton delivery van Barkas – started to build the W50 truck with 5 tons loading capacity in the
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newly erected factory in Ludwigsfelde close to Berlin (cf. figure 4). The Figure 3 shows this truck, which the GDR
could sell on export markets.
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Figure 3: GDR Truck W50 in 1965

Figure 4: W50 plant in Ludwigsfelde 196513
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The Commission XI underscored also its view that international truck traffic crossing the border inside the
Eastern Bloc would become more and more important.14 The issues that had to be discussed in Commission XI
were the acceptance of the driver license in other countries, the import of the truck’s reserve of fuel at the
border, and the provision of insurance and the supply of fuel and lubricant in the foreign countries – an
important question in economies of ‘shortage’. The cross border truck traffic towards Western countries was
important for the export of high valued finished goods to earn hard Western currency. But how would
maintenance of the trucks be provided when they were abroad? For trucks produced in the Eastern Bloc there
was no network of repairs shops with the necessary ‘Eastern’ spare parts abroad. Hungary solved this problem
by employing a fleet of West-German Mercedes trucks for the sole purpose of getting exports into Western
Europe, where a network of repairs shops for Mercedes trucks existed.15

For long term planning in road construction, the Commission XI prepared in 1969 to count the traffic inside the
countries and to count the traffic of the cross border traffic inside the Eastern Bloc that was conducted in 1970.
The traffic density assumed peak values of 5000 units (car, motorbike, bus, truck) per day inside a certain road
network of the GDR. In other countries this value could be attained only in the vicinity of the great cities, but the
quality of roads were there not sufficient for that value. The cross border traffic was counted on three days in
August 1970. The data are displayed in figure 5. The main traffic was between Hungary (H) and Czechoslovakia
(CSSR) with a share of 39%, between Hungary and Romania of 15% and CSSR-GDR of 14%. The great share of the
Hungary-CSSR and Hungary-Romania (R) traffic can be explained by the 60 % cession of the Hungarian state
territory with Hungarian speaking population to CSSR and Romania in the Trianon Treaty in 1920. The following
figure exhibits the cross border traffic, measured in units in three days of August 1970. Notable is the weak
traffic at the border of the Soviet Union, particularly in regard to the great economic importance of the Soviet
Union. This indicates a weak degree of car culture in the Soviet Union. The data of figure 5 also contains the
number of trucks crossing the borders and show the small extend of import-export-movements carried by
trucks.
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Figure 5: Cross border traffic inside the Eastern Bloc 1970 .

The Commission XI served also as a platform to introduce new concepts of truck delivery that were developed in
the transport ministry of the Russian Socialist Republic (RSFSR), and in all countries of the Eastern Bloc. Examples
are encounter traffic and the dissolution of enterprise truck fleets and their centralization in large public
forwarder enterprises (cf. section 4).
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3. The Structure of Truck Transport in the Eastern Bloc

For this section, one must distinguish between the terms ‘forwarder’ and ‘own truck fleets’. When one observes a
truck riding on a road in East or West, the truck can be employed in two modes that are hidden for the observer.
The truck can belong to a truck service company (forwarder) conducting transports for an industrial enterprise that
has to delivery products to its customers. Or, the truck operates as part of an industrial enterprise’s own truck
fleet. So to deliver products or merchandise to a customer, an enterprise had two choices: Either to give a
transport order to a forwarder or else to transport the goods by one’s own truck fleet (transport ‘on own
account’). If one compares only the cost of transportation, in many cases, transport by a forwarder is cheaper than
transport by one’s own fleet because the forwarder can make better use of truck capacity by bundling several
orders with a similar destination into one shipment. However, the effect of bundling only occurs on long distance
transports. For local trips inside cities, the economic advantage of bundling vanishes because of transhipment
costs of bundling– as the broad debate on logistic solutions for city delivery in the 1990s shows.17 The main
objection against enterprise truck fleets refers to ‘dead mileage’. When an enterprise delivers products to a
customer with its own truck, then the truck rides without load back and returns to its home base which is called
‘dead mileage’, whereas a truck of a forwarder could collect cargo for the way back and uses its capacity for
transport of cargo. This critique on enterprise truck fleets state socialist traffic planners in the Eastern Bloc
underscored in many statements from 1950 to 1990. But – as demonstrated by the broad debate since the 1920s
concerning the economic advantages an enterprise can achieve using own truck fleets – there are other benefits to
using one’s own fleet that countervail the cost argument.18 Many of these advantages result from the close ties
between production and transportation, which also applied to enterprises in state socialist countries. In addition,
the enterprises don’t just take the isolated cost of transport into account but also the gains that were induced by
immediate delivery, no waiting time for delivery and a close relation to their customers. Also in local transport,
which is characteristic for example in the construction trade and in the delivery of shops, a bundling of transport
capacity through a forwarder provides no gains over the cost of bundling.

In their political statements the transport ministers in the socialist countries often made the accusation that in
capitalistic countries brutal competition and chaos ruled the transport sector, but in socialist countries the
different carriers (i.e. ship, railway, airplane, car, bus and truck) were coordinated and operated according to
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uniform principles of the socialist economy. In the case of the railway carrier, it was not difficult to govern the
railway towards a state socialist direction. The railway represented the same hierarchical organization as the
communist party. When the communists came to power in Eastern Europe after 1945, they only had to exchange
the management with loyal comrades. But in the case of truck policy the situation was different. Although trucks
need infrastructure (cf. section 2) they did not constitute a ‘system’ like the railway, which is characterized by
uniform norms in technical equipment and in operations based on voluminous instruction manuals. Rather the
truck’s operations were completely decentralised and local with mixed equipment and different modes of
operation. Every industrial enterprise could employ a truck fleet, every local or regional authority could do it.
Every ministry could establish its own forwarder fleet. In contrast to the assertion – that in socialist countries the
different carriers were coordinated and operated according to uniform principles – one can observe in the
trucking segment of traffic policy a struggle among different ministries and enterprises how to conduct trucking to
serve their interests. So a real chaos could be observed in the trucking segment. The uncoordinated coexistence of
enterprise fleets, public forwarders and branch forwarders induced many truck trips without load (dead mileage),
a shortage of capacity in the autumn peak for harvest and uneconomic parallel structures in the network of repair
shops and spare part delivery.20 This is demonstrated in the following.

The formal structure of truck traffic was different in the Eastern Bloc. In the Soviet Union many enterprises were
centrally led by branch ministries of the different economic sectors: Mining, steel production, machinery
production, agriculture, food production, wholesale trade and retail trade, construction and railway. These
ministries could operate their own trucking companies that served as forwarders for enterprises in their sector or
branch. Further, there was a special ministry specifically for transport in the construction industry.21 In addition,
each enterprise could employ its own truck fleet (on ‘own account’) so that the enterprise did not have to depend
on the branch forwarder. Independent of this structure, the transport ministry of the Russian Socialist Republic
RSFSR operated in different cities its own truck forwarder enterprises. These trucking services were called ‘public’
truck services. Every enterprise, regardless of its branch or sector, could call for a truck. The public truck service
was also responsible for local delivery at railway stations. Railway wagons had to be loaded and discharged, and
the cargo had to be shipped from local sources to the railway station and vice versa. This local truck service linked
the carrier railway with the road network. In 1956 in the Soviet Union, the public truck transport, which started in
1951, carried 276 million tons of cargo. In 1956 in Moscow, it carried 65% of construction material, 23% of the
goods for the retail trade and 70% of the local traffic for the railway. The cost for each unit of ton-kilometer were
22

below the cost of company fleets by 28%. One can observe how in the Soviet Union trucking assumed a more
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important role in comparison to the railway. The number of transport nodes in the railway network, from where
cargo could be transhipped, was reduced by 60% in the 1950s. Transhipping points that fewer than six wagons per
day were closed. The average distance between two adjacent nodes was doubled to 20 km and the ensuing gaps
of service were compensated by truck transport. 23 In the Socialist Republic of Hungary one can find the same
structure as in the Soviet Union. The company fleets had, in 1960, a share of 52%, the public forwarders 30% and
24

the branch forwarders 18% (measured in tons of freight).

25

In the Socialist Republic of Poland the structure of truck transport was as follows. Poland had for administration
the counties Gdansk, Krakow, Lublin, Poznan, Szczecin, Warsaw und Wroclaw. The industrial enterprises which
were led by counties had company fleets of 150 to 600 trucks. The company fleets had, in 1964, a share of 70%,
the public forwarders 10% and the branch forwarders 20% (measured in tons of freight). The public forwarder was
organized in a hierarchical manner: The central office was located in Warsaw, the regional offices in the main
towns of the counties and as last level there were offices in regional towns. This structure was split in two parts:
the pure forwarder branch, called PSK (Domestic Spedition Company), concluded the contracts with the
customers, issued bills and provided insurance. But this branch did not operate own trucks as carrier. The second
branch, called PKS (State Automobile Communication), established as a parallel structure with the same formal
network of offices like PSK, operated the trucks and got its orders from PSK. PKS was responsible for the truck
yards, for care and maintenance, for repair shops and assignment of the drivers. To complete a transport order
PSK had to cooperate with PKS. One recognizes fragmentation in Poland’s truck sector with many interfaces where
problems in operations could arise to deteriorate the delivery service.

One can observe in all state socialist countries a high share of company truck fleets on the truck transport
performance (tons*km). How can this high share be explained? Applied to the sector of transportation a shortage
economy meant that the necessary infrastructure for truck transport, that was mentioned above (cf. section 2),
was never built to a sufficient extend. The lack of infrastructure hampered truck transport. Roads were bad and
trucks were idle due to insufficient supply of spare parts. For example, in Poland in the 1970s, 25% of all truck
capacity was disabled due to shortage of spare parts. Fleischer reported that in 1986 only one third of county
roads in Hungary were in a sufficient condition.26 These shortages resulted in poor delivery service. The deliveries
were too late and the cargo was partly damaged or spoiled. When state socialist economies were characterized by
shortages and a low degree of labor division the enterprises in the East Bloc could not access a reliable network of
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suppliers like in the Western world. Thus, they developed internal supplier relations by vertical integration
(‘Kombinat’). As one element of vertical integration, they also employed own truck fleets to evade the trap of poor
service by the socialist public trucking enterprises. In statements that they issued, GDR transport ministry officials
always took note of the high share that company fleets held in the GDR truck transport realm and interpreted this
share as ‘disproportionally high’. However, they were unaware that this was a consequence of the shortage
economy. In many meetings of the Commission XI, the delegates tried to temper the shortages. The construction
materials to build new roads were short, so Commission XI discussed new sources to gain material, for example;
drop-off of industrial production. Spare parts for trucks were short and the Commission XI sought ways to
overcome this shortage.

28

4. Outsourcing of Truck Transport in Moscow, RSFSR and GDR

The 20th party convention of the CPSU in Moscow in 1956 became famous when party leader Nikita Khrushchev
accused Stalin of despotism. But at the same convention Khrushchev also promoted new organizational concepts
for using passenger cars and trucks. I focus here on trucks. 29 As former party head of the district Moscow,
Khrushchev knew very well the special circumstances of the transport sector in Moscow with the coexistence of
many uncoordinated truck fleets in enterprises, authorities and organizations. He stated at the 20th party
convention that the truck fleets in Moscow were highly fragmented, declaring that there were enormous hidden
truck capacities among Moscow’s state-owned enterprises if they would consolidate their own fleets of trucks.30
All that the state socialists had to do was to withdraw trucks from enterprises and to concentrate them into
separate public transport service enterprises. State socialist planners claimed that truck capacity would be used
more efficiently in large-scale enterprises compared to individual enterprises. They dreamed of large-scale truck
enterprises that concentrated 200 to 500 trucks, thereby leading to so-called ‘economies of scale’ and resulting in
low unit costs in the transportation trade. This policy to transfer enterprises’ truck fleets to public transport
service enterprises was an important innovation in trucking sector and should prove the superiority of socialism
over capitalism. In the Western World management called the policy to transfer companies’ truck fleets to
forwarders ‘outsourcing’. Interesting is, that the state socialist planners put this policy in action in the 1950s, that
means 30 years before Western management started to ‘outsource’ truck services in the 1980s and they used a
27
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more radical approach than their Western counterparts – and all of this without any theoretical insight into
business processes.

Whereas outsourcing of truck fleets was in Moscow obligatory this was left to the discretion of management in
the Western world. The outsourcing movement in Western management started in the 1980s. Not only were
logistics services outsourced, but also computing and administration services such as billing. But the outsourcing
movement in Western management was only partial and not as radical as the communist outsourcing. Western
Management acted very cautiously. Before a service was outsourced, business partners entered into long
negotiations. The advantages and risks of outsourcing were precisely described in comprehensive contracts.

The law of economies of scale, on which Moscow’s transport policy was based on, is established theory in
capitalist societies and explains the strong decrease of unit costs when the scale of the factory expands – at least
in the capital-intensive process industries.31 State socialist politicians declared this law as central to their Marxist32

Leninist ideology. They observed that in many private sectors, small-scale production still exists, for example in
agriculture, in handicraft production and in the construction industry. But the tendency toward large-scale
production was an inevitable step in the march of history. The state socialists sought to connect this theory to
reality. They assumed therefore that this law would apply also to service industries such as transportation, but
they did not fully consider the possible results. In the 1950s, a policy aimed at concentrating truck enterprises was
put into action in Moscow, where 50% of the Soviet Union’s truck fleet was based. Experiments concentrating
truck yards with up to 1000 trucks were carried out.33

The local Soviet of Moscow established a special administration for truck transport which was split in three parts
for the transport in the sectors construction, retail shops and industry in order to regard the peculiarities of these
sectors. The administration operated enterprises for truck transport that were called ‘centralized transport’. Alone
the part for construction operated 25 enterprises for transport. The truck ‘Kombinat Number 1’ possessed 1100
trucks (including hangers) that were decentrally located to reduce dead mileage when the trucks started in the
morning. The number of truck fleets in Moscow dropped from 5000 in 1950 to 2000 in 1958.34 This was seen as
rationalization in the transport sector. Also the traffic jam at the railway cargo terminals in Moscow should be
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cleared. Instead of 5000 trucks emerging each day from local industry and wholesale warehouses at the railway
cargo terminals the policy of centralized public transport decreased this number to 1500 trucks.35 This
centralization of cargo terminal transports was an innovation that in Germany was also discussed since 1880, but
never implemented.36

When central public transport was enforced in Moscow this changed the balance of power. Enterprises in
construction, retail trade and industry had to give up their truck fleets. When the enterprises were depended on
public truck service, which had a transport monopole and was not subject to competition, they had to wait for
service. Urgent deliveries could not be carried out by own fleets and economic losses occurred due to late
delivery. The poor service resulted in long queues for service and provided the service enterprises a high degree of
capacity utilization which served – absurdly – as justification for public transport.37 This policy stirred resistance
and enterprises with large political influence could keep their fleets, as the construction enterprises ‘Metro
Construction’ and ‘Academy Construction’. Also industrial enterprises with ‘special products’ could keep their
fleets.
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One can assume that the centralized public transport weakened the quality of transport service in terms of
punctuality and quantity of construction material that was delivered to the construction sites. Unfortunately there
are no empirical studies to substantiate this assertion. In the account of Krunau in 1959 on the transport in
Moscow’s construction sector, the author highlights some points of bad service in the GDR construction sector
that also could apply to Moscow. His demands of the GDR were:39
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 The transport enterprises should fulfil every order and not to pick only those orders which were easy to
fulfil. They denied transporting small orders, for example urgent spare parts. These orders did not afford
a full truck load and did not accord to their goal system to maximize the transport volume in tons or the
haulage capacity in tons*km.
 Transports had to be punctual (This hints at unpunctual transports).
 If a truck failed to operate this incident had to be communicated to the dispatcher immediately (This
hints at delayed communication).
 The material had to be transported to the sites that had been notified (This advice points to black market
operations of material delivery to other sites).

Transport is a local activity. Therefore a decentralised organization of transport provides the necessary flexibility.
The communist traffic planners did not take this into account when they centralized transport orders in Moscow’s
40

Soviet as described by Krunau: The centralization of transport order management in Moscow’s administration
for the construction sector could induce delay in the fulfilment of orders. One can assume some thousand
transport orders for construction material each day which had to be communicated from the construction sites to
the construction material wholesale organization, and from there to the central transport administration in the
Soviet. The latter had to transfer these orders to one of the 25 transport enterprises where the orders were
carried out as transport from a certain factory of construction material to a prescribed construction site and local
dispatchers supervised the orders (cf. Figure 6) However, it is unknown how the communication of the transport
orders was processed: Were they sent by telephone (quick but inclined to errors), message boys, telegraphy or
postal letters (slow communication)? The order system sketched so far would perhaps be feasible in the year 2000
with the technology of internet communication and computers. But if one imagines some thousand orders, each
one on a paper sheet, on the desk of the central administration to be processed each day one can conclude that
delays and errors were likely. Gobermann mentioned also that delays were induced by centralization of the truck
yards. He called for more local yards to respond quickly to transport demands of the construction sites.41
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Figure 6: Flow of orders in Moscow’s construction industry

In the Russian Socialist Republic RSFSR, the public truck transport was introduced in 1951. Until the year 1959 this
kind of transport reached a share of 40% of all cargo transported by trucks (measured in tons). During this period
about 50,000 trucks had been transferred from enterprise fleets and authority fleets to public transport. There
was some uncontrolled growth of enterprises of public transport so that in some cities there existed different
enterprises of public transport without coordination. The ministry of public truck transport of the RSFSR
centralized these enterprises to one enterprise in each city.

The ministry also started public long distance truck transports in 1957 at the relations Moscow – Rjasan and
Moscow – Kalinin and extended the relations to 81 lines until 1960. 42 As innovation in the truck transport the
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ministry introduced as new concept of long distance transport the so called swap- traffic or encounter traffic.

43

For example, if a driver rides a truck on the long distance of 725 km between Moscow and St. Petersburg
(Leningrad) he (or she) needs several stops for rest and stays overnight. The encounter traffic concept divides the
long distance in several pieces of 130 km till 230 km length:
1. Moskau – Kalinin of 169 km
2. Kalinin – Wolotschok of 131 km
3. Wolotschok – Nowgorod of 231 km
4. Nowgorod – St. Petersburg of 194 km.

When a driver has reached the end of one section he (or she) meets with a truck of the following piece which
arrived from the starting point of the following piece in reverse direction. Both trucks had the technology of trailer
trucks, cf. Figure 7. So they can remove their trailers from the motor unit, swap them and drive back on their
section. In the evening the driver reaches his (or her) home base and he (or she) can return to his (or her) private
home. The Figure 7 shows the trailer truck MAS 504, built in the Soviet Union with a capacity of 14 tons.
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Figure 7: Trailer Truck MAS 504 in 1965

To organize the encounter traffic, trucks had to drive according to a tight time schedule and repair service had to
be provided to guarantee punctual arrival. Only under these conditions, that were not easy to set up in an
economy of shortage, they were able to meet at the swapping points without long delay. The transport time for
cargo between Moscow and St. Petersburg was reduced from two or three days to 23 hours by this new method.
The following figure displays the network of encounter traffic with Moscow as centre.45 From Moscow to St.
Petersburg the traffic of public trucks was low in 1960. Only two trucks drove in each direction each day. This
number rose till 1966 to 28.46
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Figure 8: Encounter Traffic in RSFSR
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In the German Democratic Republic (GDR) there were not only centrally led enterprises, but also regionally led
ones like in Poland so that one can identify a regional level to enrich complexity in traffic policy. Other than in the
Soviet Union, in the GDR the branch ministries did not employ own truck forwarder enterprises. In 1959 the
47

public truck transport had only a share of 19% on the truck transport performance (measured in t*km). The
officials in the transport ministry underscored the better capacity utilization of public transport compared to
enterprises’ truck fleets.

At the first glance there were many similarities in traffic policy between communistic East Germany and liberal
West Germany in the 1950s and 1960s despite completely different institutional settings. As heirs of the Nazi era,
the GDR had a dense autobahn network connecting important cities within the Saxonian industrial belt and with
the capital of Berlin. The GDR expanded its autobahn network with new lines: Between Leipzig and Dresden in
1971 and between Berlin and Rostock in 1978.48 As in the Western world, the GDR stepped-up its production
division; partly because of the railway’s poor performance in freight transport – especially in the packaged goods
sector – it gave priority to truck transport on the autobahns.49 Many documents show that the transport
department’s officials regarded the railway as old fashioned that could not meet modern transport requirements.
The railway had to be ‘relieved’ by expanding trucking. This position was more radical than the traffic policy in
West Germany where the officials took the position to protect the railway from the competition by trucks.50 Like
in the Western world, the GDR (slowly) changed the railway traction to electric power and made fragmentary
rationalization investments in cargo transport. This includes container yards and the mechanization of cargo
transhipment with palettes, boxes, cranes and forklifts. But these modern equipments were employed only
fragmentarily and to a small extend so that no seamless transport chains could be established and the gains of
modern logistics could not be earned. 51 When the Soviet Union restricted oil supply for the GDR in 1980, the GDR
made a fundamental change in cargo transport. Long-distance transports by trucks that required diesel fuel were
cancelled while cargo transport via railway was reactivated.52

In a long series of statements in the 1950s and 1960s, the officials of the transport ministry of the GDR promoted
truck outsourcing, following the ‘shining example’ of Moscow. The trucks should be concentrated in public
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forwarder enterprises that were called ‘VEB truck’ enterprise. The officials adapted Khrushchev’s view of highly
fragmented truck fleets and accused nationally-owned enterprises of insufficiently using their truck capacity. They
reported on the supposed economic advantages of large-scale public truck enterprises where capacity could be
fully used.54 The transport policy in the transport ministry put the outsourcing policy in action at the end of the
1950s. The VEB truck enterprises continued to be a ‘showcase’ of the shortage economy. They started in the
1950s, when they emerged from very modest beginnings marked by a scarcity both of trucks and yard space. The
trucks were old and workers earned low wages, leading the best to drift toward more lucrative employment. The
nationally-owned truck enterprises didn’t have the necessary capacity for repair and maintenance work. Archival
sources show that in the 1950s and 1960s there was a considerable shortage of trucks, parking space, workers
and repair and maintenance facilities in the nationally-owned truck enterprises. Accordingly, truck enterprises
could offer only poor quality service.55

6. Truck Transport in a Shortage Economy with low
Productivity effects
The collapse of the Eastern Bloc in the 1990s highlighted the different transportation structures in the East and
West. In the following, the differences in transportation, logistics, and economic systems are to be revealed. The
deep structure of specialized suppliers is a distinguishing mark of the economies of Western style and contrasts
sharply to the structure of the communist economy in the former Eastern Bloc. The transport infrastructure was
poor, rendering o just-in-time delivery impossible. No network of motorways existed besides the GDR, only short
and unconnected strips. The Motorway Prag – Brno in CSSR opened as late as 1980. Ambitious plans drawn up in
the 1950s for a system of motorway routes from western Russia to central Europe failed to ever materialize.56
Sadly, no efficient transport by truck was possible.

The state economy of the Eastern Bloc eliminated competition, preferred heavy industry and relied on the railway
carry out transportation. The economic system failed with the production of consumer goods, leading to crisis and
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stagnation in the 1960s and 1970s.

57

Conglomerates of military and heavy industries (combined works) produced

the largest share of consumer goods – merely as an additional service. Therefore production performance of
consumer goods was only poor. Car production was also weak, a fact confirmed in the GDR by the grotesque
delivery period of 13 years for a Trabant car.58

Valentina Fava reported on the case of CSSR, where the suppliers for car production were led by different
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ministries and no coordinated behaviour was possible, hampering the output of car factories. According to
Marius Jastrzab’s analyses only 20% of the families of white collar workers in Poland possessed a car.60 Cars were
61

distributed as favours of the Counsel of Ministry. In Hungary only the political elite had access to private cars. In
1964 the Soviet Union produced only 185.000 cars for a population of 170 million people.62 The meagre car
production failed to transfer enough power to the car lobby for road construction to be pushed forward. The road
network was in poor condition. This was the conclusion of an account on the Hungarian road system of Tamas
Fleischer.63 Since the 1920s, the problem of ‘lack of roads’ had been repeatedly discussed in the Soviet Union, but
the problem was far from being solved. As late as 1986, the 27th Congress of the CPSU called for all collective
farms to be permanently connected to the district towns via roads. 64 A car culture with service facilities such as
workshops, spare parts supply, gas stations and rest areas could not develop under these circumstances. 65 The
lack of spare parts caused available transport capacities to fall even further. With the exemption of the GDR,
motorways existed only on short segments – if at all.
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The Eastern Bloc was characterized by the lack of a developed consumer goods industry with associated truckbased distribution systems. The shops for consumer goods were intermittently supplied by rail, whereas the
quality of supply was of secondary importance in an economy of shortage. So no transport logistics in the modern
sense existed characterized by speed, precision and the handling of a large variety of goods. Instead punctuality of
deliveries was disastrous and threatened the efficiency of spare parts supply. According to the ‘Workers and
Peasants Inspection’, transit times of packaged goods by train in East Germany (GDR) were 17 to 58 days in the
1980s. The same source reports that the transport of so-called express goods in the GDR, in the conurbation KarlMarx-Stadt (Chemnitz), had absurdly long running times between 6 and 8 weeks, with many of the goods lying
66

disorganized on platforms and exposed to the weather instead of stored safely in warehouses. The Eastern Bloc
was poorly adapted to the transportation requirements of high value goods. In the GDR, many consumer goods
were damaged during rail transport due to the lack of shock-resistant packaging.67 Also in the transport of
unprocessed crops from fields to processing plants, Eastern Bloc logistics displayed serious deficiencies in
transport, handling and storage capacity. CPSU General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev spoke in 1986 of losses
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between 20 to 30% in the transport chain. The low rank the transport economy assumed in the political
decisions in the Easter Bloc becomes apparent by the low wages transport workers earned. So the
transport sector attracted only the lowest stratum of workers who assumed little if any responsibility for their
work. The work force was plagued by absenteeism and a high rate of fluctuation such that the truck companies
could not develop a reliable permanent staff. In the cargo service point for packaged goods of Nordhausen (GDR)
about 50% of the workers were former prisoners in jail.69

The low level of logistical services in the Eastern Bloc was not only induced by the shortage economy but was also
based on a second factor, that the communist parties only had a confined view of the infrastructure needs of an
economy, due to their Marxist fixation on production. Truck-Transportation and warehouse management were
viewed as services that were secondary to production. This assertion is backed by the low wages for transport
workers. The communist parties did not consider that only sufficient transport and storage capacity allows the
supply of the goods required for production:70 Only these infrastructure services, including truck transport,
enabled uninterrupted production and therefore 100% utilization use of production capacities. In addition, these
infrastructure services led to the structure of an economy based on the division of labour, which can exploit the
learning curves and economies of scale provided by specialisation.
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